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The designations employed and the  presentation of material  in this 

publication do not  imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the 

part of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal   status 

of any country,   territory,  city or area or of its authorities,  or concerning 

the delimitation of its  frontiers or boundaries. 

Explanatory notes 

Reference to "dollars" ($) are to United States dollars. 

In mid-1974 the rate of exchange of the Zambian currency unit 

Kwacha (K) was 0.643485 to SUS 1.00. 

The following abbreviations are used in this document: 

INDECO Industrial Development Corporation of Zambia Linited 

ITDG Intermediate Technology Development Group Limited 

FINDICO Financial  Development  Corporation of Zambia Limited 

MINDECO Mining Development Corporation of Zambia Limited 

ZIMCO Zambia Industrial and Mining Corporation 

ZSBS Sambia Stc-jl and Building Supplies Limited 
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SUMMARY 

The project har; assisted the Government of the Republic of Zambia through 

its parastatal organization,  Rue o m  Industries Limited,  in the establishment 

of small-srale industries of a »ndely varied nature,   located  in rural areas 

throughout  Zambia.     In addition, the project  has,   by the use of international 

experts from  various  fields of specialization,   provided extension  services 

to both Hucom  Industries'  direct operations  and those of its  tenants. 

Machinery of a simple d errons trat i on nature has been provided by UNIDO and 

commissioned by the experts.    Market-information and project-identification 

studies have btcr   made available to Rucom throughout the period of the 

project.    A number of UNIDO fellowships have been awarded,   and Beveral 

counterpart  personnel have received  intensive training.    A raid-term mission 

reviewed the project,  and a second phase of operation was proposed and 

agreed to.     Implementation beg?.n on 1   September. I974.    A total  contribution 

^0 the project was received from the United Nations Development Programme 

(UNDP)  of $US 635,759.    The sum agreed for the second phase  is $869,350. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Background of the project 

The project ."Development of Small-scale Industries",   was approved  in 

June   1969 with a contribution by the United Nations  Development Pre gramme •  (l'ÏÏDP) 

of $605,700.     The United Nations Industrial  Development Organization (UNIDO) 

was appointed as the executing agency,   and Rucom Industries  ltd,   a Government- 

owned parastatal corporation,   was designated as the counterpart agency. 

Field-work commenced in larch  1970 and the project was scheduled  to  terminate 

on 15 January 1974.     Owing to the agreement  to enter into a Ke:cnd phase, 

this date was  eventually deferred to  31 August 1974,   the additional  costs 

being covered by a temporary budget  showing an additional  contribution of 
$30,059 from UNDP. 

The project experienced certain difficulties  in implementation,  and the 

UNDP proposed,   with UNIDO concurrence,  that a joint UNDP/UNIDO mid-prvject 

review be undertaken.    Accordingly, towards the end of September 1973,  a review 

mission arrived and made proposals which were immediately implemented. 

Nevertheless,   further difficulties impeded progress towards planned objectives. 

Project implementation data 

The project originated as a result of a joint mission of UNDP,  UNIDO and the 

International Labour Organisation (ILO) to Zambia in October 1968.    The 

conclusion of this mission,  which the Government supported,   was that ?, project 

was needed to assist in promoting the establishment of small-scale enterprises, 

to be managed and owned by Zambian entrepreneurs.    The mission also supported 

the existing government policy of giving priority to enterprises in rural 

areas away from the "line-of-rail",  that is,   at a distance from the central  part 

of the country,  from the Copperbelt down through Lusaka to Livingstone. A request 

was accordingly submitted to UNDP, and the project was formally approved by 

the Governing    Council of UNDP in 1969. 

At that time, it was planned that UNDP assistance be channelled through 

two organisations concerned with the development of Zambian entrepreneurs« 10 in 

the rural areas.    These weret     Rucom Industries Ltd,   charged with the *ri^ng 

up of »mall-scale rural enterprises!  and Zambia Steel and Building Supplies 

Ltd (ZSBS), concerned with assistance to small-scale Zambian contractors. 



Both ¡M'TT ini < -.;  w. v-   sussidi ari ça of  the   Industrial  Development Corporation 

of Zambi i   i'i   v -:'•"   ^'O).     rh;   iwvcnr  :.t   .-uppcrtcd  this   view,   and  the   request 

submitted  to ITTJDP  cai le;',  for three  experts for Rucotn  Industries Ltd and three 

for Z.lr'ò  Ltd. 

The Piar ••••f i,;>< -rat i. "•; desi ."^.at " i T'.'T')'''!0 as eonntermrt organization 

with the un L:-r;;t.filing that TMü>y\i w-u'M in turn dolevate the day-to-day 

counterpart  operations  to   th<.- two  conp:uii es concerned. 

Some de Lay   occurred  in  the drawing up of tht Plan of Operation,   and by 

the tirr.e the Project Manager airi ved   in March  1970, sul*  tanti al  changes had 

taken place    whose cons^uern-es  wem   to  hinder implementation cf the project. 

These nay be  summarized ars follows: 

(a) Bccciusr. of struct' ral   change.;   in Steelbuild,   nc further need was 
seen for diri.-tin/» UNDP assistance-  through  it,   and the project operated with 
Rucom  Industries   Ltd as  the solo  counterpart  organization; 

(b) The  delayed  recruitment  of  experts and the necessity of making 
new deeisieo.s  i- suiting from  the  structural  change in the counterpart 
component  deferred project  implementation  for one year; 

(c) The   financial   provision made  for fellowships  was    not fully 
utilized because  suitable candidates  were not  supplied.     The funds were 
transferred  to   expend: tur's  fir  equipment,    but partly owing to political 
difficulties which closed the border between southern Rhodesia and Zambia, 
the equipment   reached Zambia only after considerable delay; 

(d) Duiing the period uid-1972   to  April   1973,   a shortage of funds 
available to Rucom which caused materials  to be unobtainable and travel  of 
experts to be  curtailed to a minimum,   had an adverse effect on tne work of 
the project. 

Although TNDECO had been designated as the counterpart organization! 

this role was  immediately delegated to  Rucom Industries Ltd.     In the 

original   Plan of  Operation the counterpart  contribution to the project   «as 

clearly defined and was to be made in  the form of contributions in kind and 

in cash. 

Objectives  of  the project 

According to  the Plan of Operation,   the purpose of the project was to 

assist the Government  in the development  of Zambian small-scale enterprises. 

In order to    achieve it,  the Plan  identified five 6mall-industry development 

activities to be undertaken in support  of the programmes and responsibilities 

of Rucom Industries Ltd.     They  included: 

(a)  Identification of pousioi uties for the further development  of 
Zambian small   enterprises; 



(b)   Preparation of feasibility studies or special   investment   ri-ports 
on  all Euch project;; identified as suitable for Zc_T¡ijian small-enterprise 
development ; 

(r) Provision of technical and managerial advisory services to Zambian 
entrepreneurs, establishing and managing small enterprises, set up on a tenant 
basis and   designated to  receive  project  assistance; 

(a)     Provision of technical and managerial  advisory  services to  Zambian 
entrepreneurs on  I<uco(n  "mini-industrial   estates"  throughout  Zambia,   who  arc 
encountering difficulties owing  to lack  of training and experience; 

(•)  Training of a group  of Zambian professionals  to continue these 
small-scale indubtry development activities. 

The     long-range    objective of the project was to  satisfy the need  for 

additional  rural   services and sources of productive  employment  in the rural 

areas away from the line-of-rail  and thereby to give Zambian s in rural areas 

greater participation in the economy of their country. 

Socio-economic conditions at  the start of project 

In order to  evaluate the orientation and usefulness of this project  it 

is important to understand the socio-economic and institutional framework 

that existed during the period in which it was formulated and implemented. 

The modern sector of the Zambian economy is comprised of the Copperbelt 

in central Zambia,  where mining predominates but where the population is so 

I concentrated as to provide a demand for service industries,  and along the 
1 line-of-rail to Livingstone in the south where many small  towns are  located 

that ierve farming settlements.     In I967 there were 585 industrial  enterprises 

\ in Zambia;    almost all of them were located in these two areas.    The vast 

(majority of these enterprises were owned and managed by non-Zambians,  and 

about on« half of the oountry*s population of 4.25 million (mid-1971 )  livid 
l 
I in this sector. 

The rest of the population is scattered throughout the country away from 

the line-of-rail,  although the bulk of these Zambians live in or near 

provincial centres, thus leaving only a very sparse population in the 3trictly 

rural areas.    In rural areaB and in most of the provincial centres,   the 

population is mainly engaged in subsistence agriculture and,   to a  lesser extent, 

in small-scale industries and services.    While the gross national product 

per capita was relatively high ($344 in 1971)1  the high standard of living 

found in  the muderà sec tur was not shared by Zambia!» who  liv«d in   the rui-al 

areas away from the line-of-rail.    Also,   it has baen reported by e leading 

Cambian business columnist that more than 700,000 persons are employed by 



G^vemir.onl,   ari  rúrc  Ih i :•?  finir.« does not  include naractatal   orfani nations, 

tho   total   nurra^r • Ï  industrial i y productive  personne;   is  in   the minority. 

The  elimination of  these  imbalances has been given the highest priority in 

development  r1 inning sine-,  indorandone e was achieved  in 1964. 

Ti:e. Fir::t   \,tt. ionai   Deve> >pmcnt  i'.an,   which   ended on  31   December  1971» 

war,   ir.tenJ.d   ' ••   • ;• t a M \ sh  a  bt   -d  3>-ial   and   econ:>nic   infrastructure  to  serve as 

:  i :>   h"l.1  bri'i-    iru   nap  between   'he standards of   living a V.:;:.•   f. r r<  i:-¡>-. .: 

of the rvi-m   ar. 1  traditional -tors.     Lare  progrès;; than anticipated was made  in 

bridging thl: r>: urin,' the first  planning period,   in large measure owing to 

the need  to  'jhift   investment priorities as a result  of the decision taken to 

eliminate dependence upon Southern Jivodeuia and   to  achieve  effective national 

control   ever tbo   mort   significant rr.odem  eoonoric  cootors,   especially industry, 

mining,   commerce and  finance.     The Second National  Development Plan (SNDP)  has 

accordingly given priority to   rural  development   in order to  generate  income for 

rural   re o i dent r-  and thereby provide an  incentive for euch populations  to  remain 

living away from  the  line-of-rail.     The Introduction to the SNDP,  by President 

Kenneth Kaunda,   indicates that  "in order to create more jobs,   more cheaply 

and quickly,   emphasis will  be placed on the expansion in rural  areas of all 

possible industrial  and agricultural  activities". 

In  I960,   1969 and  1970 the Government  took steps to   icciuire controlling 

interests in foreign-owned industrial,  mining and financial (banking and 

insurance)  enterprises by establishing,   respectively,   the Industrial Development 

Corporation of Zambia Ltd (INDECO),   the Mining Development Corporation of 

Zambia Ltd (MIHDECO),   and the Financial Development Corporation of Zambia 

Ltd (PINDECO).    These three statutory bodies were in turn made subsidiaries 

of the Zambia Industrial and Mining Corporation (ZIMCO) a totally state-owned 

holding corporation,   presided over by the President of Zambia.     LTOECO,   which 

was directly answerable to the Ministry of Trade and Industry v.as in  turn 

subdivided into  seven  subsidiary holding companies,   one of which was Rucon 

Holdings Ltd,   set up to oversee industrial activities  in rural  areas away fron 

the  line-of-rail.    Within Ruoom Holdings Ltd,   one subsidiary,  Rucom Industries 

Ltd,  was established to manage and promote small  Zarabian enterprises. 

When the project commenced full operations in 1971,  Rucom Industries set 

up "mini-estates" or workshops in provincial  towns,   each containing about 

three small manufacturing enterprises,   and provided credit and other services 
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to other small manufacturing and service enterprises.    During  1971 Ruco» 
employed: 

Headquarters and district field staff 
Casual labour 
Tenants under contract (in Rucora workshops) 
Tenant  employed workers 

52 
3 25 
30 

140 

Apart from the present project  experts,  Rucom activities  in provincial 

towns were being assisted by eight volunteers  fron Denmark,   two from the 

Federal Republic of Germany and one from the Unit.id Kingdom     of Great  »rit&in 

and Northern Ireland. 

When the project began,  Rucom was consolidating or strengthening the 

economic viability of ventures initiated during 1969. and 1970,   in which it 

had invested funds for construction,   equipping and rental purposes.     While 

revenues from such ventures helped to finance  its small-scale  industry 

promotion and extension activities,   they were not  sufficient,   and eubsidies 

were required annually from the budget of the fl-'nistry of Trade and Industry. 

However,  because of the budgetary crisis within the Government  that  stemmed 

largely from a drop in copper prices during 1970 and 1971,  the Government 

took a series of special countermeaeures,  including the curtailment of all 

subsidies.    This action forced Rucom to operate in accordance with commercial 

principles (like other INDECO enterprises), and to limit its activities to 

those of a revenue-generating nature.    After lengthy negotiations,  the 

Government eventually provided a subsidy of Kwacha (K) 350,000 for 1973/1974. 
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I.    ACTIVITIES AN Ti  FINDINGS 

A-    Advice on small-scale industrial  planning procedures 

Basi e pi ar.n i il-; pol i e.y 

The Government, since independence was achieved in 1974, has carried cut 

a policy aimed at industrial development in the shortest possible time.  The 

main responsibility for implementation of government policy in the field of 

industrial development has been entrusted to INDECO. This corporation, whUe 

wholly owned by the Government, function« as an indépendant corporation with 

its own Board of Directors.  Since I965 INDW'O has become the channel for 

state investment in industry, and lately it has been charged with ;he task 

of organizing and managing state investment in different enterprises, either 

through wholly owned subsidiaries or as companies on a loint venture basis 

with overseas .nvestors. Rucom Industries Ltd, a subsidiary of INDECO, 

although incorporated m I96], was reorganized in its present form in 1968 

(a) to set up and manage mini-industrial estates (called by INDECO "Nursery" 

Industrial Estates) in Lusaka and in selected provincial towns; and (b) to 

organize and operate sets of small enterprises of various kinds. ^ ans were 

developed in late 1968 for Rucom to be the main instrument of INDE , in the 

promotion of Zambian small enterprises. 

Although some possibilities for indigenous Zambian entrepreneurship had 

been identified by INDECO at various stages since 1966, a survey of the 

situation in I968 revealed very few Zambian entrepreneurs. Practically all 

of the enterprises and industries of the country, including those operating 

on a small scale, were owned and managed by non-Zambians.  It was also aPP rent 

that practically all economic development in Zambia had been in the area of 

the Copperbelt and alung the line-of-rail. At that time almost all other areas 

of Zambia remained in a depressed state of underdevelopment, lacking the 

essential services needed to raise the economic level of the rural inhabitants. 

Practically no progress had been made, even in the smallest and most rudimentary 

industries in these areas. This situation was one of the main themes of the 

spaech of the President of the Republic in April I968 when ha announced a 

programme of economic reforms a.d the intention of the Zambian Government to 

take decisive stepB to alter the situation. 
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Following the economic reforms of April  I968,  the Government  entrusted 

the two  subsidiary companies of  raDECO,   ZSBS Ltd  (later renamed  St*elbuild) 

and Rucom  Industries Ltd,  with the tasks of assisting the development of 

Zambian construction contractors and small-scale  service and manufacturing 

enterprises.     In the case of Rucom,  assistance was to  be extended  by means 

of viability studies,  provision of workshops or other presses,  and limited 

financial  assistance given in the form of provision of simple .foment on 

nominal  repayment  terms.    Accommodation was to be  supplied at   s.lb-econo-ir 

rentals and Rucom staff would carry out  extension service.    This assistance 

«ould be financed by way of subsidies paid to Rucom from Government  sources. 

Proposed methodB 

The project was established to assist Rucom to carry through the necessary 

promotional and organizational measures for implementing   these tasks 

Direct assistance was to be offered Zambians who operated,  or who  intended 

to operate,  as   independent   entrepreneur« in the woodworking,  mechanical 

•etalworking and various service fields,  both in Lusaka.and i„ selected rural 

provincial  towns.    With the assistance of the UNIDO experts, Rucom was to 

provide technical and managerial assistance to Za,bian small-scale entreoreneurs 

in the fields mentioned.    In technical matters, guidance would be provided in 

•11 aspects,   such as choice of machinery and its installation,  operation and 

«intenance, working methods, organisation of work and control of labour and 

-terials.    In addition, a.sistance would be given on simple accounting and 
eosting and marketing procedures. 

This help would be available to Zambia* small-scale entrepreneurs who 

•ought the assistance of Rucom, and in particular to the various snuvll   ent.r- 

prx.es set up on the mini-industrial estates to be established by Rucom.    *co. 

-uld also undertake special measures in the development of various sets of 

-.11 enterprise, in certain rural towns    that had already made a banning in 

establishing bakeries,  food processing plants, woodworking,   sheet-metalwcrkin,, 

-intenanoe and repair shops,  simple mechanical workshops and certain service" 
enterprises. 

In general,  the measure, were de.igned to overcome the lack of Zanbian 

entrepreneur, with the necessary teohnical and financial resources by 

creating suitable arrangements to set up the enterprises and lease them 

to Zambians, while raking pruvxsicm ior managerial and technical assistance 
in the initial period. 
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^marciai  a^i tu ance would be provided either directly,   in the form of 
rr"l,!,il   from   sub:;],unries,   thr-nurh   thr   :N;:';0.) 1-ri-;a  Departrrieni,   or  through 

a  leasing arrangement.     The  technical   staff of Rucom were  to he consulted on 

all  requests   for loans,   and  they were expected to advise on the  feasibility 

of   the pr-'.-erts for which   the  funds wer« being requested and /nude the 

applicant   in   the  uest  use  of  the  credit. 

B.  Implementation 

Directly generated  investment 

By  the   end of the project a number of small-scale enterprises had leer 

established   as a direct  result of  studies carried out by UiiDi'/UNTDO personnel. 

These consisted of a  brick-field at  Kasar:i,   a pallet and  box  factory at   Chati, 

an experimental  /rameskin processing operation at  Lusaka,   an egg-tray manu- 

facturing plant at Luanshya,   a coffee processing operation at  Kasama,  and 

woodworking and metal working prototype workshops.     in addition,   the experts 

were instrumental   in  initiating direct  metalworking operations at  Chôma and 

Mansa,  and  direct woodworking operations at  Mansa and Solwozi.    About to be 

implemented  m the second phase are a school and institutional  furniture 

manufacturing plant  at  Solwezi,  a lime-extraction and kiln-burning operation 

at  Solwezi,   a  second  brick-field at Solwezi, a beeswax candiemaking unit  at 

Solwezi,  an agricultural  repair and maintenance workshop at  Mumbwa,  and the 

gameskin processing plant at Lusaka.    A second egg-tray manufacturing plant 

will  be based  in the vicinity of Lusaka to serve the southern part of the 

country.    The  total  investment represented by these ventures is in excess of 

•1.5 million.    The total value,   in terms of job opportunities,  will be nearly 

300.    ^he  increased  flow cf cash in rural areas will be considerable. 

In addition to  these  ventures,   the UNIDO team has advised on the 

installation and operation of a wide variety of projects implemented at 

different  stages by Rucom.     These included bakeries,  dry-cleaners,  quarrying 

and blockmakmg,  tea processing,  vegetable and fruit-grtwing schemes,  hard- 

ware marketing,  garage operations and cannery operations.    Studies for marketir« 

purposes were produced by the consultants on almost every facet of Rucom 
interests. 

The consultants carried out a continuous extension service to Rucom 

tenants,  in some cases with considerable succès,  resulting in at least three 
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cases where tenants have either moved into  their own larPer workshops or are 

about   to do  so.     The metalworking expert   was particularly  successful  with 

metalworking tenants,  introducing marketable prototypes and improved methods 

of production.     In one instance the metalworking tenant was able to generate 

an average monthly turnover of 38,000 operating from a Rucom workshop.     In 

every case the experts were able to assist  tenants in finding markets and 

identifying products suitable fcr manufacture in their workshops. 

Introduction of  investment   by flovernrr'nt   directive 

From time to time Rucom has been faced with the problem of having,  by 

Government directive,  either to take over existing enterprises or start new 

ones.    The first  example of this was the Mwinilunga cannery,  which was 

established to provide an outlet for the pineapple growers of that area. 

Previously,  road communications to it had been poor and at  times impassable, 

leading to wholesale spoilage of pineapple crops and to a drop in used acreage 

over the years.    To encourage growers,  the Government decided to  erect  the 

cannery,  and Rucom was given the task of processing and marketing the 

product.    Unfortunately,  the economics of the project hau not been studied 

in advance, and the initial  capital investment, while low,  was quite over- 

shadowed by the plant's continual losses.    A  special  committee set up ln 

1972 to study operations concluded that the product mix was at fault and 

that other fruite and vegetables should be canned to permit plant operation 
out Bide of the normal pineapple season. 

Tcmatoe« were selected for this purpose and, in conjunction with an 

•djacent vegetable-growing scheme conducted by the Ministry of Rural 

Development, a programme was launched. It was found, however, that wilh 

the varietie. of tomato available, the harvesting seasons for pineapples 

•nd tomato,, overlapped, and the markets for fresh fruit were too remote 
be used for disposal of the surplus fruit. 

So., other vegetables,  among them pea. and beans, were also cannea but 

were not available „ efficient quantities to make any real contribution to 

•olving the problem.    The net result ha. been that almost all of the products 

of the cannery have been sold at uneconomic prices to compete with import., 

»nd th* operation, have resulted in substantial annual losses to Ruco». 

The UNIDO experts were not  involved with the cannery operations in any 

way in the year. 1970-1973,  but xn early I974 the market research expert was 
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asked to examine the market   for cannery products in order to realize a 

better price  structure and  a  mor« efficient  product  mix.     Hie report   indicated 

that,  while certain steps could  be taken to  improve the situation,  the cannery 

i« not viable.    Since it  cannot be abandoned,   however,  the only solution would be 

to  introduce other food-processing operations  in more proni sing locations and 

subsidize Mwinilunga from  their profits.     Investigations nade  by the project 

show a  sound  basis for such a venture but  only  in connexion with a major 

growing  écheme that wouid   involve about  7,(00  to ]f.,0PJ acres of good  irrigated 

land.     Such  land  is readily  available in the  Kabwe region,   which lies along 

the line-of-rail  between the  Oopperbelt  and  Lusaka,   the two lar^e^t   market«. 

The Irish  Sugar Corporation has been engaged  by  INDFCO to  study this problem; 

its final  report  is in the hands of the Government. 

In 1974 Rucom was directed  to take over a number of petrol  filling- 

stations and repair facilities,   mainly located m situations where a licence 

to carry on trading had been  refused to  the  incumbent,    -his  directive was 

aleo made with no prior study and certainly without due consideration being 

given to the availability of staff within Rucom to handle the additional 

burden.    The net result has been to withdraw Rucom personnel   even further 

»way from strictly rural  development and to overburden    Rucom management. 

The economic outcome of this venture remains uncertain,   but  indications are 

that profitability will be lost  in the additional overhead costs to Ruco*. 

in no case was the UNTDO team involved other  than m an advisory capacity 
of very brief duration. 

If Ruco» is directed into other ventures  by the Qov.rnment as circuB.te.nc. 

dictate,   it will  be difficult  for the organization to concentrate on those 

rural activities already in existence and to provide the attention necessary 
for niece... 

Introduction of investment requirements for import »ubiti tut ion 

Since the cloeure of the border between Zambia and South-rn Rhode.!,  in 

January 1973,   the importation of good, into Zambia ha. necessarily oeen 

re.tricted.     Both the additional  cost, m foreign currency and  the lirited 

capacity of existing transportation system, nave forced the  Government  to exercise 

«not  control  over imports.     The aim of    tue Government has  therefore been  to 

direct Zambien industry, wherever feasible,   to  embark upon a programme of 

import eub.titution.    This policy has already affected the projet U the 
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ca. of pall.t and box „akin* and ln coffee processing. ,„ ^ ^ ^ 

material« were available within Zuebia, but the pr,n„ipal 30Urce of sapply 

before the border clcure was fron, abroad, and •ax*.,,,* th. donatio pro- 
ducts would have been more dlfficult  in the fac.   of foreign 

Other example» of import substitution effected by  the expert, h.ve been 
water Pu„ps,   Baw benches and  food containerg>     ^^  ^ ^ 

«11  be high  xn the  future and will,   to a  certain extent,   brinr aW 

Chan«.. 1B priorities and Po8slbly  chafes  from  the orignal objective.. 

C#     id*"tilication of investment  opportuni •.,.„ 

»aU-»cale industry  investment opportunities 

On 7 Nay 1970 an agreement between the project and the Ecoroni,.. 

Department of  the University of Zambia provided for a study to be «ad. 

by th. economic, tea. on pro.pect. for indu.try  in the Western,  Northern 

and Lunula province.,    it was hoped that  the «tudy would help to  identify 
c.rt.xn a«ell-.cal. ventur„ which could b# undertaken by ^^      A nuiBbap 

of .pecific typ., of industry wer. .elected f«P .pecial  attention,  and  it 

"\7¿9d that  °th,r tyP" "hlCh ^ t0 l00k Vlable " the «<»* Proceded, wou d be added to th. li.t.    AlthoiMrh th. r.port of ^ ^ _ ^^ 
«th «>«• ,i,.d fMliBf.f and opinion- w# wpre88ed thftt  the ^ ^ 

«.v. been bettar c.rrx.d by .Ip.rt. ^ ctmnterpftrtgf u iu & ^ ^ 

-any of the ent.rpri... id.ntifxed have >,..„ .ub.e^ently  implemented, 
1b.it with varxint da**... of woc„,.    «^„^  ^^^ ^^ 

ewtatM. U th. report wer. tak.« «p by Ruco, at  the ti- and to a crt.in 
•«.at th. .tu*, provided ^. ba.i. for th. wly ^ of thf ppo ^ 

proc.eiiiff 

I» HV 1973 . *«..*„ proem«, .xp.rt wa. added to th. pro ^ „lth 

a flr.t r..pon.ibility to 9rW. . faa.ibUity ,tudy ^ ^     ^ ^ 
àOMd,    .ad to th. ..tabust ef a «a..^ proc.„^ ^^ 
mi   to.1», «pWt fP0. th. proj.ct ^ >tudi0d ih# pot#U4i of 

oration., but  it bad be« d.e4d.d tbat th. v-tur., if cmrri., e«5 on a 

TTU    — far tM lM* '*' *-•    *«*«*^ th. Be* Shoe Coap.^, 
in Canada, too* up thi. «tWia., a*d .pctUn. will cogence a. a U^e 
•onU in early l>75. * e* 
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For technical   reasons it  is not  feasible  to  process fur  skinn in a hide 

tanner,.',   ani   'he   '¡ovrnw.'U   'horefore  prer-red   for   the gameskin operation. 

Such information as was supplied on raw material  availability when  the expert 

arrived was based upon physical   counts of game  in one or two  selected areas 

of the Luangwa  Valley game management  area,   and   it was quickly discovered 

that much  field-worR would have  to  be carried  out   before he could  estimate 

with  any accuracy   the numbers of   skins  available  by  species.     Tar.ce  this 

work had to  be done  before mid-October wnen the  rains -om:nenced,   and  because 

of a language difficulty,   the expert   required a great  deal  of assistance 

from other members of the project.     It  waa particularly uni or tubate  that  no 

counterpart was provided at  this  stage.     The  field-wcrk was ìic.-vertìielesj 

completed  in time    and,  by the  end of 1973,   collated.     The report vas sub- 

mitted  to Rucom  in early 197/1  and  eventually approved  for inplerr.entcttion  in 

August I974.    During this period,   the  expert  carried out  experimental  pro- 

cessing in his  bathroom and at   times in  the UNIDO office kitchen,   using 

chemicals obtained   *>ee as samples  from  suppliers,  and old plastic,  buccets 

as containers and   soaking tanks.     Many well-processed  skins were produced 

in this manner,   and at last the venture began to receive appropriate atten- 

tion from   the Government. 

The study resulted in a highly practical  guide to gameskin processing. 

Its technical  findings have been confirmed by corresponding documents obtained 

from commercial  gameskin operations in Botswana and Kenya.    However,   the 

economic sections of the study depend on the accurate prediction of product 

mix which,   if incorrect,  will  have a major effect upon the profitability. 

11»e optimistic figures shown in the study on the availability of skins such 

•s sebra,  lion and leopard were borne out;   experience in the early stages of 

operation of the venture has shown that  a  sufficient number of these higher- 

priced skins was available.    Whether the   supply  can be maintained at   tr.e level 

required in the pilot plant operation is  still   to be confirmed.     It   . hould 

also be borne in mind that game conservation Measures already  in force will 

be  improved,  and  species such as the lion and the leopard will  eventually be 

eosMJletely protected.    This would have a detrimental effect upon the profit- 

ability of the plant, which now produces trophy  «kins, as it vould have to  be  Cn^ 

verted to the production of less costly article«.    This is the case in both 

Kenya and Botswana where, although trophy skin« are still produced,  the .-win 

itews of Manufacture are bags, wallets,  belts and  «hoes made from the cheaper, 
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more common skins.    The study  should therefore  be accepted with some 

reservations as to  the economic  statistics.    Rucom haß now set up a price 

structure based upon some revisions and safeguards applied to the study. 

Pallet and box makiry 

The first woodworking expert posted to the project  set up a small 

vegetable-box manufacturing operation in one of  the workshops located  in 

Lusaka,  and  for a time these boxes were produced  in r,ome quantity.    However, 

the wood supplies in the area were in demand by  many users,  and great 

difficulty was sometimes experienced in keeping  the venture running.     The 

•eoond woodworking expert erected prototype woodworking shops at the  same 

location,  while seeking a solution to the timber  supply problem.    Eventually 

a recommendation was made that  both operations be moved  to rhati,  the   aite 

of a pine and eucalyptus forest  planted in I964.     Forest Products Ltd,   a 

forernment-owned company,  had commenced cutting  eucalyptus in 1972 and was 

planning a sawmill operation to be set up at Chati.    A  study was produced, 

showing that an operation could-be established to make pallets and boxes  ' 

fro« eucalyptus,  which was not  expected to be in  short  supply.    With certain 

price agremente obtained fro» Forest Products Ltd,   the enterprise could be 

•ade viable.    The expert's report  showed a nominal annual profitability of 

X 10,000 on each of the two operation..    However,   it was clear  that this 

forecast relied fully on the availability of raw materials and took no 
account cf possible shortages. 

unfortunately,   shortages were encountered,   not of timber but of nails, 

•trapping and staples.    Therefore,  in the period following the departure of 

tae second woodworking expert and prior to the arrival  of the thiru one, 

shut downs of operation, were experienced, particularly in .he box-making 

project.    Although requisitions were made correctly,  , ; ders were not  .laced 

»ita suppliers early enough by Ruco« to ensure timely delivers.    .R  the 

«*•• of order, for staple, to be delivered from Europe,   i- was found  that 

lewiou. oon.ign-.nt. had been lo.t in Dar e. Salaam and cound not be  traced. 

!*••• diffioulties led to periods of non-productivity which haa an adverse 

•ff«ct upon the profitability of the project. 

I« spit« of these probiens,  the production rates calculated m the 

tort's study «ere exceeded by nearly 50 per cent,   so that there was a 

••••dy generation of funds.    Had the ,*!.. department of fiucom kept pace wxth 

»tuonai deetend for these product., the plant could have b*.„ ln the happy 
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situation of having a full  order-book for at least 18 months ahead.    Tribute 

must be paid to  the  expert  responsible for implementation of this venture, 

despite the    difficulties      he faced both from lack of an adequate counter- 

part and delays on delivery of equipment.    The  training of completely 

unskilled  labour  to   the  levels of efficiency required must be aocoi^nted one 

of  the outstanding achievements of the project. 

Much more could be done at   Chati   in the area of pallet and  box making, 

but  a more   serious approach will   be needed from Kucom   on saleß and the provi- 

sion of the requisite hardware.    As it  is,   the Chati operation  supplies pal- 

lets and boxes which were previously imported. 

Brickmaking 

An expert in  brickmaking posted to  the project  in 1971 proposed a rural 

brickmaking operation at Kasama  to produce some  2 million brickB per year. 

He advised that machinery already  existing in Zambia in a relatively unußed 

condition should be purchased by Rucom for this purpose,  representing consider- 

able savings in costs and time.     Rucom agreed to purchase this equipment for 

installation at Kasama,  where a suitable clay deposit had been located but, 

owing to financial   stringencies,   had to withdraw  from the agreement.     Subse- 

quently,   Rucom decided to proceed with the venture but, in an attempt  to save 

money,  overlooked  the expert's recommendations.     Some second-hand equipment 

was acquired,  but whereas the expert had  specified,  for example,   a main-drive 

motor of 75 to 100 horsepower,  the plant was supplied with only a much-used 

old truck motor of no more than 30 horsepower.    By early 1973 the labour 

force at the brick—field was almost double the number recommended in the 

original  study,  but  because of the departure from specifications laid down 

by the expert,  the plant was still producing no more than a very few bricks, 

and even these were  substandard.     Financial losses were high. 

In early 1973,   in order to correct the faults at Kasama,  Rucom revested 

the return of the first expert.    He stated in a preliminary report thai ne* 

equipment,   especially the power unit, would have to be obtained before the 

brick-field could operate with any degree of efficiency.    Enquiry revealed 

tnat  the equipment  originally recommended was still available,  aad  thifc was 

acquired.    Within the expert's second term of duty, the brtck-fiald was 

operating in a viable manner but at a capitalised cost to Rucom of more than 

double the original  estimate and an additional  $30,000 to UNIDO for expert time. 
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A major factor contributing to the probable success of the K.- sarra 

brick-field is the proposal   of TNDECO to purchase al]   medium-qualify brick 

produced there for the national market.    If the recommendations of the study 

with regard to firing are followed by Rucom,  most of the bricks produced 

in Kasama will have a ready market.    A second brick-field has been proposed 

for Solveci,  and the expert has again proposed the purchase of good 

equipment that  is lying idle and that  is available at a very attractive 
prie«. 

»tray manufacturing 

Por several months towards the end of I972, the possibility 01 

manufacturing papier-mâché trays for both meat and eggs was the cubject 

of study.    There was at the time a shortage of theee items,   since import» 

war« being out.    Sources of raw materials were identified and markets 

established,  but capital  costs for equipment were high.    Eventually,  the 

London-based Intermediate Technology Development Group Ltd   (ITDC)  was 

found to operate a cheap and «imple plant capable of producing sufficient 

•gg-trays to penetrata either of the two major markets in Zambia,  that 

i»,  the Copperbelt or the Lusaka area«.    It was learned that a plant was 

to : » installed in Lueaka by private enterprise,  so the Copperbelt was 

ohosen for the location of the Rucom venture. 

After considerable delay, the plant was delivered in a damaged state 

and required repair.    Finally,  it was «»Missioned at Luanahya, and after 

•he initial minor probi en« were overcome, functioned satisfactorily.    After 

a few week« of operation,  the result« were found to be below expectations. 

Production figure« were not a« high a« indicated by the manufacturer, 

•»in* to inadequate drying facilitie«.    The«« will, however,   be improved. 

«te price of the tray« had to be raised slightly,  since the cost of 

obtaining re« materials was higher than anticipated, and because the 

supplier decided to charge for the wa«t« paper used.    Nevertheless,    he 

Pleat is verkiag ««lit •*« the study was accurate in predicting viability. 
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D.     Co-ordination with other UNIDO experts«   activities 

Market  research activities 

The market research  expert has,   from the time of his  arrival  in Zambia, 

been valuable to  the project as a whole and to Rucom.     He has made a systomizei 

evaluation of market  potential  for every small   industry,   whether already 

operated by Rucom or being considered for implementation.     In most   instances 

the  evaluation has proved to be highly accurate,  with   rc-fard  to both demand  and 

pricing.     Rucom quickly came to  rely on the project  for this   information and, 

over the  last  eighteen months,  no venture,  no matter how small,  has been 

approved without a full  study.    This represents a substantial contribution 

of the project,  and has  ensured that future Rucom venturer will have the 

possibility of being profitable. 

While the functions of market research and project  evaluation were focused 

on new ventures,   in addition the expert was increasingly involved  in sales 

activities,  particularly during the period of the fellowship  awarded to Rucom«s 

sales manager.    Here again,  the provision of counterpart of the staff would 

have been an advantage,   as delays would have been prevented in studies being 

made of important aspects of Rucom«s existing ventures,   such as the cannery, 

hardware distribution and block-making.    Consequently,   financial  losses 

continued to accumulate.    The mid-term review clearly showed  this point to be 

important and urged the provision of counterparts personnel,  but this was not 

done.    At the sane time,   the mission recommended the provision of further 

international assistance to the expert    and, now that the agreement ha« been 

signed,   it is to be hoped that this support will be forthcoming. 

Wie two functions of market research and project  evaluation form the 

basis of all experts'  work and    i such constitute the most   important 

contribution the project can make.    The co-ordination of these activities has 

at all times been the responsibility of, and must remain with,  the  senior 

technical adviser. 

Extension services to metalworkin« and woodworking active 

Throughout most of the period of the first phase of the project, both 

•etalworking and woodworking experts provided extension services to Rucom 

tenants,  and «ore recently to direct Rucom ventures.     In the cuse of tenwïts, 

these services, owing to financial crises, were severely restricted on two 

occasionst    first,  for a period covering the second half of 1970 and ur to 
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April  1973;    and  second,   for a period of almost  four r,on+!i3  in   1974.     Altogether, 

almost one year of the project  life went  by with   little ..r no  a..u«t ,nce Lein,- 

given to tenants by experts. 

Prior to the mid-term mission,  all  work of this naturo was programed  by 

the Project Manager in conjunction with  the count-rn'trt   uv-am-r.ti   r   and  th- 

experts.    After the mi anion  the work was programmed by th- counterpart 

organization and  lesa time was allocated  to  tenantn,   pr*c.i ic-xily  *h>-  who,o 

effort being expended on direct operations.     Undoubtedly,   from Ruck's ooint 

of view this was of greater benefit,   and of particular ;-aportante  brause of 

the higher capital  involvement.     The insistence by ihe W-ranont   that Rucom 

become profitable made it  imperative to direct maximum efforts   in  thir 

direction.     However,   the tenants  lost a great  deal  of much-nr^d-d  assistance. 

In general,  the co-ordination of field-work of experts by Rueom worked well 

and,  provided that tenants will once again be helped,  as  in  the early days 

of the project,   should continue on these  lines. 

Plastic» activities 

In April 1972 a plastics expert was posted to the project  for the 

purpose of introducing the building, maintenance and repair of fibromas* 

fishing boats in certain pre-.elected rural areae. r,pon hi8 arrival,   the 

expert surveyed the existir.- industry and found that  five comercial   companies 

were carrying out this work,  all of them located on the  luic-of-rai 1,   and  that 

all of them were experiencing difficulties caused by a surplus of boats.     The 

loan arrangements that had previously been available to  fishermen for the 

purchase of boat, had lapsed,  owing to the Government's financial   difficulties. 

law materials,  such as glass cloth   tnd resin were air. .t  un:>i.t-..;h The 

Oovernnent'. own experimental workshop at Chilanpa was likewise almost H    a 

standstill.    The expert demonstrated to Rucom that boatbaild*^ alore wa.<¡ not 

thsroforc feasible,  but that the incorporation of the manufacture of water 

tanks,   small building components and the like could makr  the r -essary   . 'ffrr»r.ce 

to the venture,    «lis change would mean that the operati n wjuld  ^ert^inly >.av 

to be based in Lusaka.    Ruco, »^.d to >-t up a mrk^p ther<5|  ar d  PTJipxeni 

was requested fro« UMIDO for the purpose of constructing prototype; .     This 

equipment arrived in January 1973 coincident with the border rasure,   and f 

» period of alw.t nine month, it was impossible to obtain raw materials. 

the meantime the expert,   in nir.iu.neti .in with the Project Mana.- r,   involved 

himm.lf with a project of the Pood and Agriculture Organi /.at v,n of the United 

Nation. (»O) to produce a fishing boat of better design than th. one  tha*   was 

the» «»«al.    Arrangement, were made to manufacture the new boats for FAO,  first 

r 

m 
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of all  for evaluation purposes   and then in quantities   for  tho market.     In 

October 1973,  however,   ITTDHX'O   instructed Rucom industries not  to become 

involved  in plastics,   and   the   venture  was therefore  abandoned. 

The expert at tempt rd   to  achieve  results in other  ways,   for example,  by 

proposing interregional   co—operation on the distribution ^f  raw materials 

and products or. a preferential   duty basis,   the development  of rea in 

manufacturing faci li tics,   ai  ì   the  establishment of national   standards, 

together with a test   laboratory,   etc.     Por a variety  of reasons,   it  was 

not  possible to realize   any  of   these projects,   although  the  test  laboratory 

was,   and still  is,   accept ?,ble,   provided a reasonable  programme of training, 

together with test   equipment,   can be provided by UNIDO.     The plastics  expert 

doubled as   project  manager. 

E.     Othnr  activities,   scheduled and unscheduled 

Mumbwa agricultural maintenance and repair workshop 

Together with three other rural towns, Mumbwa was selected by Ruco» as 

a site for a new workshop designed to house two or three operations such as 

metalwork T woodwork. All four of the workshops wer included in the 1974/75' 

budget of Rucom. Early in 1974 the project received a visit from representatives o 

ITDG, who were visiting Zambia to discuss a second phase for this local agricultura 

machinery project. The Ministry of Rural Development had suggested that this 

organization take some of the graduates from the technical trade centres and, 

by providing instruction of a practical nature in a workshop, equip them to 

•tart small satallite operations of their own. AB a result of further 

discussions, the project recommended a joint venture to bo controlled by Rucom 

and based at Mumbwa, the centre of a very active agricultural community. Tho 

draft agreement that was worked out provided that Rucom would provide the 

workshop and management, together with raw materials for commercial purposes; 

the Ministry of Rural Development would provide a hostel for the trail ees, 

staff housing, and some contribution to raw materials for training purposes; 

ITDO would provide two engineers for a period of three years as instructors} 

UMIDO would provide equipment to an anticipated value of t5,OC0, which would 

come from the project budget for metalworking équipaient. The whole operation 

would be controlled by a constittee under the chairmanship of the General Manager 

of Rucom. Tho venture would primarily repair and maintain agricultural 

machinery but would also  manufacture ¿impl« implements. 
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In July 1974»   ITDG communi cat ed their decision  to  the- Ministry of Rural 

Development that thoy were only concerned with the manufacture of  implements 

and could not be associated with a maintenance and repair operation.    This 

•ituation is still awaiting clarification.     The  Resident Representative of 

UNDP has expressed  interest  in treating this as a separat'-   project. 

î 
• Cane warden training programme 

| 
I There are two main groups of gane wardens in Zambia:     those of  the 

I Department of Wild Life and those of the Tsetse Control Department.     In both 

! departments it was considered desirable for a" training course to  be set up to 
I 
J teach the wardens how to  treat and dry gaineakins so that  they could be 

subsequently processed  to  the best condition.     Tha Dtv-artrcen-i,  of Wild Life 

accordingly engaged an  expert  from Kenya to  set up the oourse and arranged 

that groups of about  25  wardens should receive two weeks of training.    The 

first group were to act  as instructors for subsequent  groups and would 

therefore receive more intensive training.    A week or DO before the course 

wan to  start,  the Department discovered that an expert  in this field was on 

the project teas and a revision of schedule was made to  include the UNIDO 

•xpert  in the programme.     The expert compiled a complete guide for the 

trainees and spent two weeks with there.    The results of this  training have 

already been apparent  in the improvement of the quality of skins produced by 

the trainees as they have returned to their field stations.     It  is intended 

that by the end of 1975  »one 750 wardens will have passed through  this course 

of training. 

gtttlbuUd (LJgCO) production problema 

At the request of INDUCO,  the metalworking expert was  leaned to  the r 

Group Technical Planning Division to assist in solving production prob]em 

at the Steelbuild subsidiary,  LENCO.    This company constituted one of the 

two light engineering units of Steelbuild and was producing a range c' items 

fro« window- and door-frames,   through steel furniture,   to over-the-road 

tankers.    The oompanjr operated under a management agreement with the Italian 

partners in the venture.    Much of the work carried out by the expert w*c of 

a confidenti-.^ nature,  and no reports other than of a general naturo w» re 

forthcoming on his activities.    At the end of the six-month period Bper.t by 

the expert with IÎÎDBC0,   complete satisfaction was expressed  by its Managing 

Director on the results.    In addition,  Ruco» benefited greatly from the 

association by way of surplus machinery and off cut s at  scrap prices. 
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9tn?r»l 
All experts were involved at various times in unscheduled activities 

ranging from service on national committees to lecturing at various training 

courses. At all times, the entire team was willingly available to assist 

Zambia in any way possible, and some of the contributions made by individual 

experts were quite outstanding. A considerable effort was made to assist 

visiting missions, experts on special assignants and fellows on tour. Much 

time was spent evaluating projects outside the terms of the agreement, and 

in some cases this work was invaluable in the setting up of proposals for 

new programmes of assistance, for example the intravenous fluid plant. This 

contributed greatly to the onhanced status of the project. 
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II.    RECOMMENDATIONS 

Sino« the mid-term review mission mad« full recommendations for the 

continued programme of assistance, which now forms the basis of the documen- 

tation for ZAM/M/005,  there is little more that can be said on the subject. 

Implementation of phase two with the minimum of further delay is of the 

utmost importance, and to this end certainly the air-freighting of gameskin 

processing equipment is essential.    The recruitment of experts for the project 

is being delayed by Government insistance on interview! % candidates.    Sue 

is the history of the projoct that is advisable that a further headquarte 

»id-term mission take place in late 1975,  at which time the ventures ide-      fied 

by the last mission for specific assistance should be well under way,   anu a.ny 

problems will have emerged.    Finally,  if a third phase IB to be considered, 

due regard should be given to changing the form of assistance to an Operational 

Assistano« (OPAS) agreement. 
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Annex I 

INTERNATIONAL PROJECT PERSONNEL 

Nan« Nationality 

K. Levi «on Israel 

J. A. McManus    United Kingdom 

H.G.F. Weeresinghe Sri Lanka 

G. R. Brighton    United Kingdom 

Poat title     Arrival 

Project Manager    Mar. I970 

Metalworking Expert lept. I971 

V. Qonaalei 

J. Raid 

H. Ringquist 

Paraguay 

United Kingdom 

Sweden 

F. Cavedini      Italy 

D. H. Kinberling  United States 

Industrial Market 
Research Expert 

Plastics Expert, 
Project Manager, 
Senior Technical 
Advi ser 

Cameskins Expert 

Brickmaking Expert 

Associate Expert 
in Woodworking 

Woodworking Expert 

Metalworking and 
Mechanical Expert 

Apr. 1972 
Jan. 1973 
Sept. 1974 

Apr. 1973 

Aug. 1973 

Nov. 1973 

June 1974 

8. Davis United Kingdom 

Dec. 1974 

Geologi cal Engineer    Dee. I974 

Departure 

Dec. 1972 

June 1974 

Mar. 1972 Sept. 1975 

Oct. 1974 

Nov. 1975 

Aug. 1974 

Nov. 1975 

Deo. 1975 

Deo. 1975 

Feb. 1975 
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IBAOlfWXPS OMITID 

Thraa followahipt at ih« Oslo (Vorway) School of Buiintu Administration 

graatad for «ho pariod 30 saptaabar 1973 to 31 March 1974.   Tho follow« 
tho aubjaoto thay ttudiod waro at follow» 

L. 

t. T. Nooaawo 

«. 8. Maala 

Parobaoinf and supplita 

Production a»nafaasat, Narkttinf 

Marketing! Salo« aaaagaaant. . 
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